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Abstract: Surface modification of tungsten vanadium (W-V) alloy under high heat flux helium particle 

bombardment has been studied. W-5 wt.% V samples were irradiated by the repeated helium pulses at a peak 

surface temperature of 900 °C and 1800 °C, respectively, in the neutral beam facility GLADIS. The effect of 

helium fluence on the surface morphology changes was investigated by increasing helium fluence from 1 × 

1022 m-2 to 2 × 1022 m-2. Blister is the typical structure after the repeated helium pulses loading at 900 °C, and 

it gets more severe with the increased fluence. Porous structure turns to be dominant at 1800 °C. An evolution 

of porous structure to coral-like structure is observed as fluence increases. In addition, the three typical 

regions in W-5V, W-enriched region, W-V solid solute region and V-enriched region, exhibit different 

damage features. W-V solid solute region shows better surface damage resistance compared to the other two 

regions.  
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1. Introduction 

Tungsten (W) is chosen as a plasma facing material (PFM) in fusion devices due to its high melting point, 

high thermal stability and low sputtering yield [1]. However, its low temperature brittleness and high ductile-

brittle transition temperature (DBTT) significantly affect the performance of W-PFM [2]. W-PFM will be 

subjected to extreme conditions in fusion devices, like high heat flux loading and high flux particle 

bombardment (hydrogen (H) isotopes and helium (He)) [3]. High heat flux loading can result in surface 

roughening, cracking and melting, which significantly degrade both mechanical and thermal properties and 

can reduce the lifetime of PFMs. He particle loading causes the formation of nanometric bubble layers in the 

subsurface, and results in significantly surface morphology changes and property degradation of W [4]. As a 

result, the cracking resistance is significantly reduced due to the increase in brittleness and the decrease in 

effective thermal conductivity [5,6]. Simultaneous high heat flux and particle loading can lead to more severe 

damage [7]. 

In order to develop an advanced W-based material which has sufficient mechanical properties to keep 

structure sound in the fusion environment, different ductilization and toughening ways have been investigated 

[3]. Alloying with ductile components and refining W microstructure are two of the most promising ways. 

Vanadium (V) is a ductile metal which has unrestricted dissolution in W, and it is added for W-based material 

enhancement. According to the previous studies [8,9], W-V alloy shows a refined microstructure and better 

mechanical properties than W, but how W-V alloy behaves under simultaneous heat and He loading is less 



known. In this work, W-V alloy is exposed to high heat flux He neutral beams. The damage resistance of the 

different regions in W-V alloy is compared with one another, and the evolution of surface morphology with 

increasing peak surface temperature and particle fluence is investigated.  

2. Experiments 

W- 5 wt.% V was fabricated by powder metallurgy. W powders (2 µm) and V powders (0.8 µm) with 

purity > 99.9% were mixed in a blender for 8 h. The mixed powder was initially compacted by cold isotopic 

pressing, then the mixed powder was sintered in a hydrogen furnace. The furnace was heated to a peak 

temperature of 1800 °C and kept at this temperature for 2 h, and the bulk was cooled down in the furnace 

under hydrogen atmosphere [10]. All tested samples were cut to a size of 10 × 10 × 3 mm3 from the bulk. 

Surfaces were ground by SiC sandpaper and then mechanically polished to mirror-like finish. The alloying 

characteristics were observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive spectroscopy 

(EDS).  

He neutral beam exposures were carried in the neutral beam high heat flux test facility GLADIS (Garching 

Large Divertor Sample Test Facility) at IPP-Garching [11]. The neutral beam facility GLADIS has the 

capability to apply H, He or mixed H/He beam with a heat flux < 45 MW m-2 up to 45 s pulse length. The full 

width of the Gaussian beam at 80% central power density is 70 mm. Surface temperature was recorded by 

pyrometers and an IR camera. More details can be found in [11–15]. In this study we performed an adiabatic 

He loading on the samples with He particle energy of 22 keV, a central heat flux of 3 MW/m2 and a particle 

flux of 7 × 1020 He m-2s-1. We increased the peak surface temperature from 900 to 1800 °C by extending the 

pulse duration, and increased He fluence from 1 × 1022 to 2 × 1022 m-2 by increasing pulses. The main 

experimental parameters are listed in Table 1.  

Table.1 The main parameters of the repeated He pulses at GLADIS 

Peak surface 

temperature 

[°C] 

Ion energy 

[k eV] 

Flux 

[He m-2s-1] 

Pulse duration 

[s] 

Number of 

pulses 

Fluence 

[He m-2 ] 

900 22 7 × 1020 1.5 10 1 × 1022 

900 22 7 × 1020 1.5 20 2 ×1022 

1800 22 7 × 1020 4.7 3 1 × 1022 

1800 22 7 × 1020 4.7 6 2 ×1022 

 

After exposure, the surface morphology was investigated by SEM combined with focused ion beam (FIB) 

milling. Backscattered electron (BSE) imaging was performed to distinguish different phases regions in W-V 

alloy. 

Simulation of He projected range was performed by SRIM [16]. The calculated depth distributions of He 

in W and V after exposures with a fluence of 1 × 1022 m-2 are shown in Figure 1. The maximum projected 

range of He in W is about 150 nm, and with a peak at 50 nm. While projected range of He in V is much 

deeper than that in W, where the maximum projected range is about 230 nm and with a peak at 110 nm.  

 



 

Figure 1. SRIM simulation of Helium depth distributions after energetic He bombardment in W and V with an incident 

energy of 22 keV and fluence of 1 × 1022  m-2.   

3. Results 

3.1 W-5V surface before exposure 

SEM and EDS images of W-5V polished surface before exposure are shown in Figure 2. According to the 

results of EDS, three typical regions can be clearly distinguished in the W-5V, which are the W-enriched 

region, the W-V solid solute region and the V-enriched region. We use ○,1○,2○,3 to mark the W-enriched 

region, the W-V solid solute region and the V-enriched region respectively in the Figure 2, as well as the 

other figures shown in this paper. The formation of the V-enriched region can be attributed to the limited V 

diffusion at the low sintering temperature of 1800 °C. Due to the low content of V (5 wt.%) in the alloy, the 

V-enriched region only contributes to a small area fraction of the polished surface. Pores from the fabrication 

can be observed on the polished surface of the sintered sample, and the size of pores ranged from hundreds 

nanometers to several micrometers and the average size was about 1 µm. We believe the pre-existing 

fabrication pores play a minor role on the He-induced surface modification. In addition, the average grain size 

of W-5V was about 24 µm [10], which was much larger than He projected range.  

 

 
Figure 2. SEM and EDS images of W-5V surface before exposure. ○,1 W-enriched region, ○,2 W-V solid solute region 

and ○,3 V-enriched region.  



3.2 Surface modification after He loading at a peak surface temperature of 900 °C 

After He loading at a peak surface temperature of 900 °C with a fluence of 1 × 1022 m-2, a large number of 

blisters are observed on the exposed surface, as shown in Figure 3. Blistering on W is widely reported in 

previous study [17–19]. Blistering on the W-5V shows some differences due to the three typical phase regions. 

In the W-enriched region, blisters with various sizes and different structures are observed. The blister size is 

varied from a few hundreds of nanometres to several micrometres. Although some of the blisters still keep 

their structure intact, most of blisters are ruptured and the lids of some ruptured blisters are totally exfoliated 

from the surface. Craters with a rough planar base are left after the blister lid exfoliation. Large craters with 

diameter up to 6 µm are observed on the W-enriched region as shown in Figure 3a. Moreover, slip bands can 

be observed during the lid exfoliation (Figure 3c), which is attributed to the plastic deformation. It should be 

noted that blisters without rupture usually show roughly circular shape (Figure 3e), but craters feature various 

shapes (Figure 3c and 3d).   

Blisters on the surface of W-V solid solute region show a much smaller area density compared to that in 

W-enriched region (Figure 3a). The fraction of ruptured blisters in W-V solid solute region is lower than W-

enriched region. Large craters with size up to 4 µm also can be found on W-V solid solute region, but both the 

number density and the size are smaller than that on W-enriched region.  

Blisters damage is more severe on the surface of V-enriched region. Large craters with sizes up to 8 µm 

are shown on V-enriched region (Figure 3a), and most of the craters feature a multi-layer structure (Figure 3d). 

Moreover, the area ratio of craters on V-enriched region is highest among these three regions.  
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Figure 3. Surface morphology of W-5V after repeated He pulses irradiation at a peak surface temperature of 900 °C and 

with He fluence of 1 × 1022 m-2. (a) (b) are the SE image and BSE image respectively. (c) (d) show blistering on the W-

enriched region and V-enriched region, respectively. (e) is the typical circular crater formation. Purple arrows in (a) 

indicate large craters. 



When the fluence is increased to 2 × 1022 m-2, blistering on the exposed surface of W-5V becomes more 

severe than that under 1 × 1022 m-2 (Figure 4). On the W-enriched region, blister rupture and lid exfoliation 

are more pronounced, and craters become larger than that in the case of 1 × 1022 m-2. On the V-enriched 

region, the multi-layer craters are 3 or 4 layers. 

 For the W-V solid solute region, although the area density and size of blisters increase, blistering on W-V 

solid solute region is still mitigated compared to the other two regions. That is to say the blistering resistance 

of W-V solid solute region is much better than the other two regions. 

The FIB cross-sections in Figure 4 clearly show the thickness of blister lids or the depth of craters. The 

average thickness of lids or the depth of craters in each phase region is calculated. In the W-enriched region, 

the average thickness of lids is about 80 nm, and only 65 nm for the average thickness of lids on the W-V 

solid solute region. The average thickness of lids on V-enriched region is 130 nm, which is thickest among 

these three regions.  
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Figure 4. Surface morphology (a) and FIB cross-sections (55° tilted, b, c and d) of W-5V after repeated He pulses 

irradiation at a peak surface temperature of 900 °C and He fluence of 2 × 1022 m-2.  (b), (c) and (d) are W-enriched region, 

W-V solid solute region and V-enriched region respectively.  

3.3 Surface modification after He loading at a high peak surface temperature of 1800 °C 

Surface morphology of W-5V after the repeated He pulse loading at a peak temperature of 1800 °C and a 

total fluence of 1 × 1022 He m-2 is shown in Figure 5. A high density of pinholes is observed on the exposed 

surface. Surface morphology varies among the three typical regions. Porous structure is the typical 

microstructure on W-enriched region. While there are some differences among the different grains of W-



enriched region. Some of grains still have blisters without rupture, but a large number of pinholes can be 

found on the lids of blisters. Some of grains are filled with the craters with porous structure, and some of 

grains show coral-like structure.  

A large area of lids exfoliated from the bulk can be observed on the W-V solid solute region, and large 

craters with high density pinholes are left on the surface. There are some grains in W-V solid solute region 

only show high density pinholes rather than surface layer exfoliation. These can be observed in Figure 5d, 

where W-V solid solute regions are in the left and show pinholes distribution combined with exfoliation (up) 

and no exfoliation (bottom). The surface of V-enriched region is occupied by the multi-layer craters with 

porous structure.  

 

 

Figure 5. Surface morphology of W-5V after repeated He pulses irradiation at a peak surface temperature of 1800 °C with 

a He fluence of 1 × 1022 m-2. (a) (b) are the SE image and BSE image represently. (c) shows the microstructure on the W-

enriched region. (d) shows the microstructure on W-V solid solute region (left) and V-enriched region (right). The orange 

dash lines represent the boundary between W-enriched region and W-V solid solute region, and the green dash lines 

represent the boundary between W-V solid solute region and V-enriched region.  

After repeated He pulses loading at a peak temperature of 1800 °C with a higher fluence of 2 × 1022 m-2, 

coral-like structure becomes dominant on the exposed surface, as shown in Figure 6. An evolution of porous 



structure to coral-like structure is observed. Coral-like structure (a mixture of fuzzy structure and deep holes 

[20]) on polycrystalline W after with similar high heat flux He neutral beams injection is widely reported, 

even at a higher surface temperature up to 2700 °C [11,18,19]. Coral-like structures on W-enriched region are 

uniformly distributed. No craters or blisters exist on the W-enriched region compared to that in 1 × 1022 m-2 

case. For W-V solid solute region, some grains still show craters with porous structure, and other grains show 

coral-like structure. The microstructure evolution on the W-V solid solute is delayed compared to that on W-

enriched region. For V-enriched region, besides the coral-like structure, multi-layer craters with porous 

structures still exist, and a part of surface starts to melt due to its low melting temperature as shown in Figure 

6b.  

FIB cross-sections of each region on W-5V are shown in Figure 7. The thickness of coral-like structure in 

W-enriched region is about 520 nm. He nanobubbles can be seen inside the coral-like structure. The thickness 

of coral-like structure of the W-V solid solute region is 340 nm, much thinner than that of the W-enriched 

region. The V-enriched region shows the thickest of coral-like structures among these three regions, which is 

610 nm. The damage depth of each phase regions after He loading at 1800 °C is significantly increased 

compared to that at 900 °C. In general, damage depth in W-V solid solute region is much less than that of two 

other phase regions.  

 

 

Figure 6. Surface morphology of W-5V after repeated He pulses loading at a peak surface temperature of 1800 °C with a 

fluence of 2 × 1022 m-2. The orange dash lines represent the  boundary between W-enriched region and W-V solid solute 

region, and the green dash lines represent the boundary between W-V solid solute region and V-enriched region.  

 

Figure 7. FIB cross-sections (55° tilted) of W-5V after repeated He pulses irradiation at a peak surface temperature of 

1800 °C and He fluence of 2 × 1022 m-2.  (a) (b) and (c) are the W-enriched region, W-V solid solute region and V-

enriched region respectively. 



4. Discussion 

Different surface modifications after energetic He particles with different temperature and fluence are 

investigated in this study. Blistering and lids exfoliation are shown on the surface of W-5V after exposed to 

repeated He pulses at a low peak surface temperature of 900 °C, while porous structure and coral-structure are 

dominant at a high peak surface temperature of 1800 °C. He bubble growth and rupture are the main factors of 

He-induced surface modification [20,21]. The effect of surface temperature and He fluence on He bubble 

evolution and surface modification is discussed.  

The common feature of surface modification after repeated He pulses at a peak surface temperature of 

900 °C is blistering. Blistering on the body-centred cubic metal surface such as W, V, Mo and Nb after He 

irradiation has been widely reported [12,19,22–24]. Mechanisms of the nucleation and growth of He bubbles 

have been intensively studied [18,24,25]. The nucleation of He bubbles is ascribed to self-trapping or trapping 

in defects like vacancies and dislocations [26]. As an electrophobic impurity, He has a positive dissolution 

energy in metals such as W and V and a low binding energy with other He atoms [27]. The implanted He 

atoms can quickly migrate in the projected range and bind with other He atoms to form small He clusters [4]. 

It is reported that small He clusters ( ≤3 atoms) are very mobile at low temperatures and migrate as fast as a 

single He atom [28]. Once they become larger immobile He clusters, they will kick out a W self-interstitial 

atom then trapped by a vacancy [29]. It is very difficult for these clusters to diffuse at below 2100 K. They 

would tend to take part in the nucleation of He bubbles. In addition, He atoms have a high binding energy 

with defects (e.g. 4.5 eV with vacancy) [30]. In our study, energetic particles (22 keV He) injection can 

produce a high density of defects such as vacancy in the near surface layers, as shown in Figure 8. It can be 

seen that vacancies induced by He injection in W are distributed within the depth of 120 nm, with a peak at 35 

nm. He atoms can be easily trapped by vacancies and vacancy clusters to form Hen-(vacancies)m clusters. 

However, Hen-(vacancies)m clusters can hardly diffuse at 900 °C and easily attract He atoms to form He 

bubbles. The results of TEM also show the He bubbles formation in the sub-surface around the damage depth 

[31]. The simulations of the nanobubble evolution in W show the nucleation and the growth of He bubbles 

accompanied by the formation of vacancies and dislocations, which can serve as new He trapping sites or new 

nuclei of He bubbles and furthermore significantly impede the He atoms penetration inward [4,25]. That is 

why He bubbles are usually formed at the near-surface regions. The thickness of blister lids in W-enriched 

region is about 80 nm, which suggests that a lot of He bubbles are formed within the damage depth.  
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Figure 8. SRIM calculation results of the vacancy distribution in W (a) and V (b) after energetic He (22 keV) 

bombardment.  



Moreover, He blistering on the exposed surface shows a circular shape (Figure 3). It is attributed to He 

bubbles coalescence [18,32,33]. The He bubbles coalescence leads to the formation of penny-shaped cavity 

[33]. More He atoms can be trapped by the cavity, which results in an unstable high pressure inside, it leads to 

the plastic deformation of the surface layer and contributes to the blister formation. The penny-shaped cavity 

inside enlarges and results in the circular shaped blisters. The strong stress field will be induced around the 

blisters and significantly reduces the strength of lids. Once the lid cannot hold the high gas pressure inside, the 

blisters rupture and the lids of blisters would exfoliate further. Some of blisters lids burst open then contribute 

to the formation of circular shaped craters (Figure 3e). While some of blisters are partially opened from one 

side (Figure 3c), which usually induces plastic deformation on the surface layer, and contributes to the 

spreading of exfoliation and leads to the formation of large craters on the exposed surface.   

Craters and pinholes are the typical surface structures after low He fluence loading at intermediate 

temperature. The final surface morphology results from competition between blistering and porous structure 

formation [18]. In this study, craters and high density of pinholes are both observed after repeated He pulses 

irradiation at a high peak temperature of 1800 °C with a low fluence 1 × 1022 He m-2, while porous structure is 

dominant. It is reported that bubble growth significantly proceeds when the surface temperature exceeds 

1800 °C [34]. As the temperature increases to 1800 °C, large immobile He clusters would separate into small 

clusters. He atoms can release out from the He clusters or He-vacancy clusters in sub-surface. It significantly 

enhances the He diffusion. The enlarged depth distribution of He results in a deeper He bubble nuclei. Hence, 

a wider depth distribution of He bubbles is formed compared to that after He bombardment at 900 °C. Once 

bubbles in different layers contact with each other, they would coalesce and form a pinhole in the vertical 

direction, and then leads to porous structures formation. Therefore, the damage depth after He loading at a 

surface temperature of 1800 °C is deeper than that at 900 °C, which is suggested by the FIB cross-section 

results. 

With the increase of He fluence, an evolution of porous structure to coral-like structure is observed. The 

increased He fluence contributes to a higher He concentration. Consequently, a higher number density of He 

bubbles would be formed. A higher number density of He bubbles results in a higher frequency of He bubble 

coalescence, which contributes to the evolution of coral-like structures. According to the discussion above, 

the number density and depth distribution of He bubbles are related to the He diffusion and play important 

roles on surface microstructure evolution.  

The three typical phase regions on W-5V exhibit different surface damage resistance. W-enriched region 

behaves better than V-enriched region. As shown in Figure 1, the mean projected range of 22 keV He atoms 

in V is ~110 nm, which is much deeper than that in W (~50 nm). Moreover, the depth range of defects 

induced by He atoms injection in V is larger than that in W, as shown in Figure 8, which can lead to higher 

depth distribution of He bubbles in V-enriched region. Additionally, the density of defects after He atoms 

injection in V is much higher than that in W (Figure 8), which can contribute to a higher density He bubbles. 

The deeper depth distribution and higher number density of He bubbles contribute to severe damage in V-

enriched region.  

Another key phenomenon observed in this work is that surface damage on W-V solid solute region is less 

pronounced compared to the other two regions. Dissolved V atoms in W-V solid solute region can serve as a 

strong trap site of He atoms [30]. Therefore He diffusion would be greatly impeded. It would delay the 

nucleation of He bubbles. Additionally, solute V atoms can act as the defects sink during the energetic He 



bombardment. The new generated defects would be absorbed by the solute V atoms which significantly 

reduces the number density of defects [30]. Consequently, less He bubbles are formed. These factors 

contribute to the mitigated surface damage on the W-V solid solute. 

5. Conclusion 

Surface morphology of W-5V after the repeated He pulse irradiation has been investigated. The results 

show that surface modification is strongly associated with the peak surface temperature. At 900 °C, blisters 

are the typical surface structure. With increased He fluence, the surface blistering is more pronounced. At 

1800 °C, porous structures turn to be dominant due to the enhanced He diffusion. With the fluence increases, 

porous structure develops to coral-like structure. Surface damage on the exposed surface turns to be more 

severe as the peak surface temperature and He fluence increase. 

Surface morphology in the different phase regions of W-5V is quite different to each other after the 

repeated He pulse irradiation. Blistering on W-V solid solute regions is mitigated than other two regions at 

900 °C and microstructure evolution on W-V solid solute regions is delayed at 1800 °C. Furthermore, damage 

depth in W-V solid solute regions is smaller than that in W-enriched region and V-enriched region. In general, 

W-V solid solute region shows better surface damage resistance during the high heat flux He neutral beam 

irradiation.  

The presented results indicate that W-V solid solute region behaves better after simultaneous He particle 

and high heat flux loading. W-V alloy developed for the advanced W-PFM is suggested to enlarge the fraction 

of W-V solid solute region and reduce the fraction of V-enriched region. The optimization will be done in our 

future work to obtain a better performance W-based material.  
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